ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

ALBANY TRANSITION (ALB.VALRE5): From over ALB VORTAC on ALB R-194 to WIGAN INT, then on IGN R-013 to IGN VOR/DME, then on IGN R-203 to VALRE INT. Thence. . . .

DELANCEY TRANSITION (DNY.VALRE5): From over DNY VOR/DME on DNY R-130 to WEETS INT, then on IGN R-316 to IGN VOR/DME, then on IGN R-203 to VALRE INT. Thence. . . .

VEERS TRANSITION (VEERS.VALRE5): From over VEERS INT on PWL R-071 to PWL VOR/DME, then on PWL R-250 to IGN VOR/DME, then on IGN R-203 to VALRE INT. Thence. . . .

. . . from over VALRE INT on DPK R-338 to BASYE INT, then to HAARP INT. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course prior to HAARP INT.

NOTE: Chart not to scale.